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Last night I was told that Louisville is pronounced “Llaaaavuuull” – the cadence being that of an 

automobile engine that will not start. So, from now on it will be LV. Just know that it was named in 

honour of King Louis XVI of France.

I woke up at 08:30 in LV. Now that just does not happen to me on a trip. I am usually wound up 

ready to go the second dawn shows up. It must be the slowness of the south combined with paddle 

wheel effect.

Breakfast was a granola bar and juice, skipping the coffee. I was off the boat at 09:35 and eschewed 

the HOHO as I needed some exercise. So clad in my Bergen bargain T-shirt and my new blue Tilley’s

shorts, I strode into town. Early on it was a very pleasant sunny 73 F but by noon it was up to 79 F – 

lovely, and without humidity.

At Stewart’s Pawn Shop I resisted the temptation to stock up on Ammo – the first hint that I was in 

Festung Amerika. But, I did buy a bottle of Australian Yellowtail Reisling for $6.70 at Wayne’s 

Liquor. How can you ship a bottle of wine all the way from Australia and still sell it for a lower price 

than the cheapest California wine? Now I know that Yellowtail will never wine the Gold Medal, but it

is acceptable.

I was amazed to find there was no rush hour traffic in downtown LV. The street system is a grid of 

wide streets and avenues, but they have found a way to hide the cars. I would describe the 

architecture of the central business district as antiseptic, non-descript boxes. There was none of the 

soaring magnificence of Chicago.

I found Christ Church Cathedral, dating from 1822 and billed as the oldest in LV. Shortly thereafter 

I watched man on a riding vacuum cleaner policing up the gutter garbage – another job I do not 

want.

I reached my goal by 11:00 – The Kentucky Center for the Performing Arts. Therein I watched a 

wonderful 32 minute movie on Kentucky. I came away convinced that I should move to Kentucky. I 

had lasted been in the state in June 1974 when I spent three weeks at the US Armor School in Fort 

Knox, the US Gold Suppository – yes, you read that correctly.

The key to westward expansion was the Cumberland Gap and Daniel Boone led a party of settlers 



through the Gap. They forgot that the real key was the presence of salt licks, for without the salt, the 

settlers and their animals would not have survived.

Kentucky, which reached statehood in 1792, is a real environmental mixture from the eastern coal of

Appalachia, to the bluegrass of the centre, which is some of the richest soil in the world, to the 

lifeline of the Ohio. Jefferson County enjoys 86 languages – I did not have the heart to tell them 

Toronto is home to twice that many.

We were reminded that Kentucky has provided the Jug Band, the Everly Brothers, Peter, Paul and 

Mary, Colonel Saunders, Bourbon, and Mohammed Ali.

I reheard a story I had first encountered in Eire. The reason the horses are so good is that the grass 

grows on underlying limestone. The limestone leaches into the grass and the limestone builds strong

horse bones.

The reason LV exists is that 30 miles of rapids, called the Falls, blocked boats on the Ohio. LV was 

the point where boats had to be unloaded and the goods portaged to the downstream side of the 

Falls. Although the dams and locks were built as early as 1830, LV has remained a logistics hub.

In the Civil War, Kentucky was unlucky enough to split with a star on both the Union and 

Confederate flags.

To this day, Kentucky has one rather unique trait. When being sworn in, the Governor must state 

that he/she has never killed anybody in a duel with deadly weapons.

By noon I was back up on the levee looking down on the Belle of Louisville as its calliope serenaded 

the city. Shortly thereafter, the Belle’s triple steam whistle shredded my eardrums as she paddled 

upstream.

I have yet to make the obvious note of the Kentucky Derby. One, I don’t like mint juleps, and the last

horse race I went to was in Nicosia, Cyprus in 1967. It was first held in 1875, and for reasons I don’t 

understand, it is still going strong. Maybe it is because the women need a place to wear fancy hats.

From 14:00 to 16:00 I watched the movie in The Grand Saloon. It was “Show Boat” starring Eva 

Gardner. The absolutely amazing signature song is one that sends shivers through me – “Ol’ Man 

River”. It was uncanny when the “show” on the ‘Cotton Blossom of St Louis’ revealed a theatre 

almost identical to the one I was sitting in. By the way, the theatre on the American Queen is 

modelled on the Ford Theatre in which President Lincoln was assassinated.



At 17:00 the steam billowing from our calliope warned the citizens we were about to depart 

Llaaaavuuull.

Shortly after sailing we were into the lock that would drop us 37 feet, thereby overcoming “The 

Falls”. The sign said “McAlpine 1963″.  From here to St Louis it is clear sailing.

At 17:15 I had to get dressed up to help the Captain welcome his new guests at his reception. Those 

in the Old Guard get free drinks! I have hundreds of hours cocktail duty – it is a suit I strap on quite 

easily.

Dinner was roast-beef with brandy carrots and roast potatoes.

In the Grand Salon this evening we had “The Memphis Music Story” put on by the AQ Ensemble and

the Steamboat Syncopators. It was a tribute to the birth of Rock and Roll. Wow, what a show. They 

really got into it with costumes and dance that took me way back. I knew all the lyrics, which really 

dated me. I really am enjoying this night shows.
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